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MAGIC RACK
“Out-of-control” racks!!!
Problem. Often paint racks are hung from a conveyor
by two points in order to provide rack control through
the various stages of finishing. However, if inclines and
declines and/or turns are present on the conveyor line,
which is almost always the case, hanging from two
points can create major problems. This is true whether
using a rack or individual hooks for parts density.
A shift in gravity will often occur when racks of parts
are longer than they are wide. Ultimately, the lower
hook disengages from the conveyor on the incline or
decline leaving the weight to be supported by only one
hook. Sometimes people design “pig-tail” hook ends or
use chains to try to resolve this problem – still leaving
the part hanging by only one hook.

✂
FISCHER TECHNOLOGY
New probe for the automotive
industry
Problem. How do you measure thin coatings nondestructively inside hard-to-access cavities like girders,
stiffeners, or the cross beam of an automobile?
Solution. The new probe V3FGA06H — especially
designed for the automotive industry — has a curved slim
shape and a small, flexible attached probe head. Thereby,
the probe fits through small openings in the car body to
measure coating thickness at areas that were not accessible
up to now. Due to the flexible probe head`s smart kinematics, a precise placing and measurement is guaranteed,
whether in “blind” mode or on beveled areas. The new cavity probe V3FGA06H is compatible with the FMP-gauges
from FISCHER. Along with the DUALSCOPE FMP100 it
is the best suited solution for professional quality control.
Fischer Technology
Windsor, Conn.
860/683-0781
[www.fischer-technology.com]

In addition, turns on the conveyor always shorten the
distance between two hang points and thus require pivoting hook points on the rack to eliminate binding.
This may create loss of grounding after several cycles.
Solution. It is always best to hang from one point and
design a “rack control” feature into the top hook of the
rack (several options are available) to avoid these problems before the racks are manufactured.
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Columbus, Ohio
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